
Chemical Bonds and Their Significance in Biology (2.3, 3.1, 3.2)
Objectives:

● explain differences between polar and nonpolar covalent bonds vs ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds,
hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals interactions

● identify association being covalent or noncovalent on image or description
● explain why the difference between covalent and non-covalent bonds is important
● explain the relationship between polar covalent bonds and hydrogen bonds
● predict hydrophilicity/ hydrophobicity based on chemical structure

Topics:
● ionic
● covalent; electronegativity
● polar vs nonpolar covalent
● relation to hydrogen bonds
● other important ideas from chapters 2 and 3

Notes:
● ionic bonds- oppositely charged ions
● ion- a charged form of an atom
● atoms lose or gain atoms to make it more stable (fill valence bond)
● ions are really important in bio, but not really ionic bonds

○ ionic bond energies are significantly lower  than  that of covalent bonds
○ bond energy- the amount of  energy needed to separate two bonded or interacting  atoms

under conditions
● polar molecules and ions dissolve readily in water

○ water molecules are polar
○ most water has salt, which is negative and positive
○ non-polar solvent bonds form

● covalent bonds keep atoms together
● nonpolar  covalent bonds- equal sharing of bonds
● polar covalent bonds- unequal sharing  of bonds

○ differences in electronegativity causes this^
○ higher electronegativity equals higher affinity
○ O>N>C = H
○ oxygen has the highest electronegativity

● water is polar (electrons are pulled toward oxygen)
● hydrogen bonds form between water molecules
● hydrogen bonding is not limited to water molecules
● hydrogen bond is a weak bond in between two separate molecules
● inter- between
● intra- within
● example of covalent bonds: the peptide bonds linking amino acids together in a protein
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IMPORTANT BIOLOGICAL MOLECULES

carbohydrates proteins

nucleic acids lipids

Chapter 6:
Overview:

● microtubules as intercellular tracks
● motor proteins interacting with microtubules
● the dynamic instability of microtubules
● contraction from motor proteins on actin filaments
● role of intermediate filaments

Objectives:
● Explain the distinction between cytoplasm and cytosol
● Explain the basics of (immuno-)fluorescent microscopy
● Describe the roles of microtubules, microfilaments, and intermediate filaments
● Remember the names of the proteins that form microtubules and microfilaments
● Remember the names of motor proteins and the filaments they associate with
● Explain the idea of directional polarity and significance to cytoskeletal filaments
● Describe how actin and myosin allow you to move your body
● Explain how intermediate filaments fundamentally differ from microfilaments and microtubules
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Cellular Respiration and Fermentation
Overview

● BIG PICTURE (cell respiration and photosynthesis); redox reactions
● Glycolysis: why, what, where, and how
● Pyruvate oxidation and the Krebs cycle
● Oxidative phosphorylation

○ characteristics of electron transport chains
○ entry points for NADH and FADH2

○ creation of a proton motive force
○ ATP synthase—a molecular turbine

● Aerobic versus anaerobic cellular respiration
● Fermentation

○ what it is, what it accomplishes, common products
○ ATP production (as compared to cellular respiration)

● Metabolic integration and regulation
Notes

● energy flows through ecosystems, but chemical recycle

● cellular respiration : harvesting energy in the form of ATP
○ oxidation= loss of energy
○ reduction= gain of energy

● photosynthesis: reducing carbon-containing compounds
● cellular  respiration: oxidizing carbon-containing compounds
● the business of life:

○ disorder, low potential energy molecules, etc. ⤵
○ polymers, directional movement, electrochemical gradients, etc.

● redox reactions: the reducing agent is the source of the electrons
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Connecting Genes to Chromosomes

● a particular shaped chromosome is associated with the male or female sex of the individual

● chormosomes to trait

● separation of chromosomes (formation of gamates)

● reciprical cross: one cross- female parent has dominant and male parent has recessive,  other cross-

male parent has dominant  and female has recessive

● the alle responsible for the white eyes is recessive and a gene on the x chromosome

● a female dominant alle is more powerful than a male recessive (in a male and female child)

● a female recessive alle is more powerful than a male domnent (in a male child)

● XY= male, XX= female

● questions about reciprocal cross:

○ if the white eyes mutation was x-linked dominant, how would these observations differ? [for

(a)] - all of the females would have white eyes

○ if the white eyes mutation was x- linked dominant, how would these observations differ? [for

(b)] -if the female was heterozygous, half of the offspring would have white eyes and if the

female was homozygous, all of the offspring would have white eyes

○ if the white eyes mutation was y-linked, how would these observations differ? -trick question,

you couldn’t do because females do not have a y chromosome
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-describe where codons and anticodons are found, as well as their role

● anticodons= found on the end of molecules of tRNA, they base pair with the codon on a strand of mRNA

during translation (ensures that the correct amino acid will be added to the growing polypeptide chain)

● codons= found on the mRNA, are trinucleoic sequences of DNA or RNA that corresponds to a specific

amino acid, describes the relatoinship between the sequence of DNA bease (A,C,G,T)

-describe one important function of the 5’ UTR (untranslated region) of mRNA

● regulates the translation of the main coding sequence of mRNA

● major role  in the control of translation efficiency and shaping the cellular proteome

-remember ATG/AUG as the start and methionine codon

-explain the idea of reading frame

● way of dividing the sequence of nucleotides in a nucleic acid (DNA or RNA) moleule into a set of

consecutive, non- overlapping triplets

● determines which amino acids will be encoded by a gene

-describe how a stop codon leads to a terminating translation

● upon the stop- codon regogntioin, RF1 and RF2 promote hydrolysis in peptidyl- tRNA in the P site, which

leads to the realese of the completed protein

-explain how the genetic code is redundant, yet not ambiguous

● redundant= more than one codon may specify a particular amino acid

● not ambiguous= no codon specifies more than one amino acid

-explain the two mechanisms resulting in redundancy, noting which refers to “wobble”

-describe and  distinguish silent, missense, nonsense,  and a frameshift mutation

● silent= DNA change does not alter the amino acid sequence

● missense= DNA change alters a single amino acid in the plypeptide chain

● nonsense= DNA change causes a premature STOP codon which truncates the polypeptide

● frameshift=addition or removal of a base alters the reading frame

notes

● in translation, the mRNA is “read” from its: 5’ to 3’ end (the RNA polymerase is added to the bottom the

ribosomes is moving down; top = 5’ bottom = 3’)

● the polypeptide have amino acid and carboxyl group ends (no 3’ or 5’ ends)

● tRNA  reads the mRNA and translate the “language of nucleic acids into polypeptides”
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○ would this give the constitutive mutants control again? sometimes, there are at least two
forms of constitutive mutants (more than one way that bacteria can become a constitutive
mutant)

the lac operon, illustrating both negative and control hypothesis
● lac operon regulation in response to lactose

○ not only is gene expression regulated, it is also coordinated
○ partial diploids:

■ adding a functional copy of lacI restores control to those constitutive mutants having
a nonfunctional lacI

■ adding a functional copy of the operator does not restore control to those
constitutive mutants having a nonfunctional operator

● negative control: stops (break)
● positive control: stimulating (accelerator)

which statement is correct?
in the presence of glucose, lac operon transcription is inhibited
in the presence of glucose lac operon transcription is not stimulated

regulation of the lac operon in response to glucose levels is though?
positive control
negative control
both
neither

Cont.
the lac operon, illustrating both negative and positive control

● CAP= positive control (stimulation)  [aka CRP, cAMP Receptor Protien]
● cAMP= produced by adenyl cyclase
● negative control ON = brake is set; negative control OFF = brake is released
● what is the value of having both positive and negative control of the same operon?
● active CAP= low glucose
● repressor= low lactose

-what is the value of having both positive and negative control of the same operon?
1. hypothetically, consider the result of only negative control existing?
- in an environment w/ high lactose and low glucose, the bacteria would be transcribing genes for no

reason (costing them energy)
2. hypothetically, consider the result of only positive control existing?
- no glucose, some lactose, CAP is active and genes are transcribed (happy face)
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● how are  they made:
○ step 1:

■ create cells w/ one defective copy of a gene - embryonic stem cells (early cells, have
the potential to become any cell)

■ replace functional allele with non functional allele (by disrupting the gene by adding
DNA)

■ DNA fails to integrate, sometimes integrates randomly (but the cell is killed)
■ what we want: rare case, the recombination replaced the wildtype gene of interest

○ step 2:
■ cells with one functional and one defective allele
■ genttic mix of animal with both functional, all non functional, or one func and one non
■ ^their offspring has all the same cells
■ ^there offspring has a 25% chance of geting non functional allele
■ from heterozygous cells → chimeric animals → homozygous KO animals
■ make the KO animals using embryonic stem cells w/ one defective copy of a gene

● powerful selection strategies are a way of obtaining a rare event
● chimeron: has novel genes (the animals with a genetic mix of functioning and non functioning alleles)
● chimera mythological: three different animals togther

knock in and conditional knockouts
● what are they:

○ have the gene fully removed from only some cellsof the body and/or only a particular time
○ knocking out an essential gene for development AFTER they are grown

● why are they made:
○ when a knockout doesnt work because it is essential for developement

● how are they made:
○ cre- recombinase recognizes DNA
○ cuts DNA (half of two) and replaces the other halves together
○ the knock out allele is what is cut and put together (by it’s self)

● exploring a system that exists in some other organisms (cre-lox), doesnt naturally exist in animals and
plants, only bacteriophage, how they splice genome into bacterial genome

● cre- recombinase recognizes and cuts DNA (half of two) and replaces the other halves together
● floxed: flanked by lox
● knock in: uses same tech as knock-in but it’s still in and functionally in the animal
● can we make humans transgenic w/ functional genes that they lack, or knock out- : no, in breeding bad
● transgenic: adding a non-native gene (usually from another species)
● knock-out: disrupting or removing a normal gene (all cells/all-time)
● conditional knock-out: disrupting or removing a gene from only certain cells and/ or only at a certain

time
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